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Example 1

Through the Golden Door

Millions of immigrants entered the United States during the late 19th and early 20th century. The West Coast was a refuge for rail-faring, horseless Easterners. Immigrants for many reasons ended up in America, primarily because America was promised freedom and opportunity.

Immigration Restrictions

Nativism became a large public sentiment of the American people in response to the migration. Europeans were accepted, but people feared new cultures. Although some laws were passed to limit the number of immigrant workers, many Americans desired the changes.

Did the immigration era influence our current society in today's America?

Why was Nativism so widely accepted?

Once past inspection, how did the immigrants merge with American culture?

Example 2

Although there was a sense of excitement at the beginning of the war, it turned out that life on the battlefield was harsh and unpleasant.

Although the war was hotly contested, it was the war of the United States, not the Japanese, who was the aggressor. The United States surrendered the war to maintain its economic dominance.

Who served in the military after the civil war?

How old were most of the soldiers?

What was the condition of the South during the war?